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Word Patent Marketing Success Group Introduces The Electronic Car
Umbrella, An Automobile Invention That Protects Cars From The Elements

World Patent Marketing Reviews A New Automobile Invention. Will Electronic Car Umbrella
Be the Next World Patent Marketing Low Cost Success Story?

Miami, FL (PRWEB) June 24, 2016 -- World Patent Marketing, an integrated manufacturer and engineer of
patented products, announces the Electronic Car Umbrella, an automobile invention designed to provide a
portable and efficient car shade for motorists.

"The Global Auto Parts & Accessories industry makes $2 trillion a year,"says Scott Cooper, CEO and Creative
Director of World Patent Marketing. "Sales of automobiles have accelerated. Both mature and developing
markets have demonstrated increased demand for vehicles."

“Cars that are constantly parked under the sun all day long or under multiple outdoor weather conditions for
that matter know how damaging to the vehicle it can be,” says Jerry Shapiro, Director of Manufacturing and
World Patent Marketing Inventions. “The Electronic Car Umbrella is an automobile invention which will
provide added protection without having to deal with difficult assembly tasks.”

The Electronic Car Umbrella is an automobile invention designed to provide a portable and automatic shade for
a vehicle. Built with durable materials, this invention comprises of a cover, multiple hydraulic columns,
multiple magnetic ropes, reel, box, a processor and a power source. A lot of motorists who live in large cities
would simply park their vehicles out in the open. What the Electronic Car Umbrella does is provide vehicles
with a portable shade which can be set up anywhere at any given time. And because of this, vehicles are
protected against the damages caused by being constantly exposed to the outdoor elements.

“Vehicles will keep looking and functioning as it should thanks to the Electronic Car Umbrella,” says inventor
Othman A. “This automobile invention is easy to store inside a vehicle when not in use and can be conveniently
opened when needed. People without permanent parking space can now provide added protection to their
vehicles anywhere and any time.”

Henry McCall, a car owner from New York, has this to say about the Electronic Car Umbrella: “When I just
had my car re-painted, I was worried that the color would fade quickly because I always parked my car just
outside my apartment. But with the Electronic Car Umbrella, I provide my car with added protection against
constant exposure to the sun. Now, I know the paint job of my vehicle will last longer.”

The Electronic Car Umbrella is an automobile invention perfect for vehicle owners who do not have their own
covered parking spaces.

ABOUT WORLD PATENT MARKETING

World Patent Marketing is an innovation incubator and manufacturer of patented products for inventors and
entrepreneurs. The company is broken into eight operating divisions: Research, Patents, Prototyping,
Manufacturing, Retail, Web & Apps, Social Media and Capital Ventures.

As a leader in patent invention services, World Patent Marketing is by your side every step of the way, utilizing
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our capital and experience to protect, prepare, and manufacture your new product idea and get it out to the
market. Get a patent with World Patent Marketing and the company will send representatives to trade shows
every month in order to further advocate for its clients. It is just part of the world patent marketing cost of doing
business.

World Patent Marketing Reviews enjoy an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau and five star ratings from
consumer review sites including: Consumer Affairs, Google, Trustpilot, Customer Lobby, Reseller Ratings,
Yelp and My3Cents.

World Patent Marketing is also a proud member of the National Association of Manufacturers, Duns and
Bradstreet, the US Chamber of Commerce, the South Florida Chamber of Commerce, the Greater Miami
Chamber of Commerce, Association for Manufacturing Excellence, and the New York Inventor Exchange.

Like the World Patent Marketing facebook page and add us on Twitter and YouTube. You may also contact us
at (888) 926-8174.
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Contact Information
Bill Flanagan
World Patent Marketing
http://Bill Flanagan
+1 6465643919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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